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Chemistry. - "In-, mono- and diva1'iant equilibria." IX. By Prof. 
F. A. H. SCI1REINEMAKERS. 

(Communicated in the meeting gf April 28, 1916), 

13. Tlte di1'ection of tlw curves in the invariant lJoint. 

In, the p'revious communications we haye deduced the P, T-diagram
tYVes without knowing the changes In volume and entropy 'which 
occur at the reactlOns. When we know those also, however, then 
we may not only find the P,T-diagramtype, but also the diagram 
itself, viz. the direction of the curves in the invariant point. 

We know that all reactions which may (Iccm' between the phases 
of an invariant point, are completely defined by two reactions, 
Wh en we know also the changes in volume and entropy, which 
occur at those l'eactions, then those changes are known also for tbe 
other reactions. 

Let one of the reaction~equations be: 

llF! + l:F2 + .. . ln+2Fn+2 = O. . . . . , (1) 
At the proceeding of this reaction a change in volume and a 

change in entropy occu)'; we represent the first by 6. VI, the second 
by Àr/l, 

Where these changeR present themselves we wdte them behmd 
the reaction-equations and first the change in volume, aftel'wal'ds 
the change in e1!tropy. Oonsequent]y we write for (1): 

IJ?l + ... + ln+2ff!!+2 = 0 6. Vi ; 6.111 (2) 

Berein we may express A Vi and 6111 by: 

A VI = 11 Vl + lsv2 /+ . , . + IpVp + ... 111+2 V,1+2 • (3) 

6.1// =[1111 +1211s + .. +lp11p+" .lll+21111+2 • (4) 

Berein vp nnd 11p represent the volume and the entropy of the 
unity of q uantity of a phase Fp' We take as second reaction
eqnation: 

mlFl + ... + 'lnn+2 Fn+2:= 0 6 'V;11 ; A1'I1II' .' , (5) 
When we deduce fl'om (2) and (5) an al'bitrary othel' reaction: 

(Kll + m,)Fl + (I(l2 +ms )P2 + ... = 0 RA Vi + 6. VIII ; K6.1]1 + A1'I1II • (6) 

th en the change in volume is 1(6. VI + 6. V mand the change in 
entropy 1(A'11 + 6."11/1' , 

When we give to f{ such a vallle, that [(11 + m l = 0, then (6) 
represents the reaction, which may occur between the phases of 
the equilibrium (FJ and the change in volume and entropy uelonging 
to this reaction. Hence follows: 
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KD..111 + D.. 'YJ7Il 
KD.. VI + D.. Vm 

j ti î t è ... ti ~jf]6t.>''''tM 

by whieh is defined the direetion of ('mve (F1) in the invariant 
point. In the same way we find the directions of the other curves. 

Between all re.actions in whieh n + 2 phases take part thel'e are 
two special ones, viz. the isovolumetrical and the isentropical 
reaction (conf. eommunieation I). At a l'eaction bet ween the phases 
In the nrst the volume remains unehanged, in the second the 
entropy remains unchanged; in tb IS' latter ca~e, tberefore, heat is 
llelther added nol' withdrawll. We can easily deduee those reac
tions from (2) and (5). In order to find the isovolumeirical reaetion 
we subtraet the rea('tions from one another aftel' having multiplied 
(2) by D.. V;1I and (5) by D.. VI; in order to find the isentropical 
reaction we subtract the l'eactions from one another, aftel' having 
multiplied (2) by D..'YJm and (5) D..'YJI. Let us write the isentropical 
reaction : 

alFl + a~F2 + .. ' + an+2 ~1+2 = 0 

and the isovolumetrical reac'tion: 

D.. V ; 0 • . (7) 

blFl + b'JF2 +- '.' + b1l+2 f~+2 = 0 0 D..'YJ . (8) 

Hence folJows: 

().a l +bl) Fl + (Aa2 + b,) fl'2 + ... = 0 ).D.. V 

When we give to l sueh a value that lal + bl = 0, then (9) 
represents the reaction which may occur bet ween the phases of the 
equihbrlllm (FI ) and the change in volume and entropy belonging 
to this reactlOn. Rence follows: 

(
dP) D..'YJ al D..'YJ . bI (dP) D..'YJ 
dT 1=).,1:::.. V= -bil:::.. V of al dT 1=-- I:::.. V· . (10) 

In the same way we find: 

b, (dP) I:::..'YJ ba (dI') b'Yl 
a

2
' dT 2=- bV j as dT s=-bV j etc. 

Hcnce it appears rh at between the direction-coefticients of the 
tangents to the curve (Fl ) ••• in the invariant point the following 
relations exiót: . 

bi (dP) _ b2 (dP) ba (dP) b'YJ 
al dT 1- a

2 
dl' 2=;; dJ' 2='" = - b V' . . (1l} 

Fl'orn (11) follows the direction of each of the curves in the 
invariant point; th is is howe\'er not yet sufficient to find the P, T-

dlag~am. When (~} is e. g. positive, th en this ,means that the 

" 
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pressure along eurve (]J I) increases at rising temperature, decreases 
at lowering temperature. Curve (FI ) may go, therefol'e, starting 
fl'om the invariant point, towal'ds higher Pand T, or towal'ds lower -
Pand T, consequently in opposite-direetion. In order to define 
the P,T-diagram we have to use therefore still otber properties. 
For th is we take: 

1. the equilibria which al'e formed at an isentropical reartion 
with increase of volume, go towards Jower plessures, starting from 
the invariant point; those, whieh are fOl'med with deCl'ease of 
volume, go towards higher pressures. 

2. the equilibria, which are formed at an isovolumetrical reaction 
with inerease of entropy (consequentlyon addition of heat) go towards 
higher temperatures, starting ti.'om the invariant point; those, whieh 
are formed with deerease of entropy (consequently on withdmwing 
of heat) go towards lowel' temperatures. 

We now write the isentropical and isovolumetrical reactions (7) 
and (8): 

\ 

al FI + a2 F, + ..... + an+2' Fn+2 = 0 D. Vj 0 (12) 

f.ll al F 1 + f.l, a2 F, + ..... + ILn+2 an+2 ]i~1+2 = 0 0 ; D.lj (13) 

in which we take the coefficients of tlle phase FI positive; further 
we assume that in both the equations the phases are written in 
sueh order of suecession, that the conditlOn: 

f.ll > f.l, > ..... > up > ..... > 1111+2 • • (14) 

is satisfied. 
Now we mas write for (11): 

f.ll (~:} = f.l2 (~~} = ~t3 (~:} - .... - - ~;. • (15) 

When in (14) all the values of [1. are positive, then it follows from 
(15) that the direction-eoefficients of the curves in the invariant point 
are either all positive or all negative. When we take into considera
tion absolnte val nes only, then follows: 

(dP) < (dP) <.... < (d~) .... (16) dT I dT 2 dl 11+2 

When ~1'" (1.Jl-l are positive and ~p. , • (-'11+2 negative, tben lt 

follows, when we take mto consideration absolute values only: 

(dP) < ..... < (d~) and(dP) > ..... > (ddP1') (17) dT I dl p-l dT p n+2 

In this (dP) may be as weU larger as smaller than (dP) , dT p-l dT p 
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D. V may be in (12) as weIl positive als negative; this depends 
on the dil'ection, in whirh reartion (12) proceeds. When D. V is 
positive in the one direction, then it is negative in the opposite 
direction. Now we assume th at D. V is the change of volume, when 
the reaction proceeds ÎJI sueh a way th.ü the phases, which have a 
neg'ative sign in (12), are formed, and that consequently the qnantitiee: 
of the phases, which have a positive sign, dimimsh. We raIl this 
direction : the "direction belonging to D. V". When we let reaction 
(12) proceed in opposite dIrection, therefo!'e in such a way that the 
quantities of the phases, which have a negative sign, dllninish, then 
the change of volume is - D. V. 

In (13) we assume the same; conseqnently D.l] is the increase of 
entropy, when reaction (1ö) proceeds in snch direction, that the 
phases, which have a negative sign, are formed. 

For fixing the ideas now we shall assume that the series of signs 
of I'eaction-equation (12) is represented by: 

+ ~ ... I _RI + ~ .. 1_ S I +.~ .. I 1 
. (18) 

In each group we give to the phases.Jrom left to right the indices 
1, 2, ... ; in gl'OUp A : Al' A2 .... , in group S: So S2' ... , etc. 

When all ratios are posihve in (14), then all phases have the 
same sign in (13) as in (12); when some of those ratios a"e negative, 
for instance beginning with [.lp, then in (13) the phases Fl ... Fp- 1 

have the same sigo, but Fp ••• ~l+2 the opposite sign as in (12). 
Then we obtain the two series of signs: 

A R Ba Bb S C l' 

+ ... - ... + ... + ... - ... + ... ". D. Vi 0 (19) 
+ ... - ... + ... -'" + ... -." + ... o ; D.1j (20) 

The upper one represents the series of signs of l'eaction (12), the 
lower th at of (13). With this we have assumed th at the phase Fp 

is situated in group B; in the Jowel' series of signs this gronp is 
divided tben into two parts Ba and Bb with opposite sign. 

'Ve now let the isentropical reaction (12) between the phases 
of the invariant point occur in the direetion ~elonging to D. V. As 
with th is l'eaction the quantities of the phases, which have a positive 
sign in' (12) Ol' (19) diminish, from the invariant equilibrium, a 
monovariant equilibrium is formed, which we shall eaU (X+), Hel'ein 
X+ represents, therefore, a phase with positive sign, consequently 
a phase from one of the gronps A, B or C of (19). 

Wh en we let the iselltI'opical l'eaction go in opposite direction, then 
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the quantities of the phases, which have a negatÎ\'e sign in (12) or 
(19) are diminished. Now from the inval'iant equilibrium a mono
variant equilibrium (X_) is formed, in which X_ repl'esents a jJhase 
with negative sign, therefore, a pnase from one of the groups 
R, S Ol' T of (19). 

With the aid of the first of the properties mentioned above, 
which defines the direction of a curve from the sign of the change 
in volume at the isenlropical l'eaction, we find: 

la. 6. V> O. Starting from the il1\a~'iant point the curves (X+) 
go towards lower- and the curves (X_) towaJ'ds higher pl'essul'es. 

Ib. '6. V < O. Starting frolD the invariant point the curves (X+) 
go towar'ds higher- and the cnrves (X_) towards 10wer pressures. 

When we let the isovolumetrical reaetion -(13) oecur between the 
phases of the invariant equilibrium and w hen we apply the second 
of the properties mentioned above, then we find: 

Ila. 6.'rJ > O. Starting from the invariant point the curves .(X+) 
go towards higher- and the curves (X __ ) towards lowel' temperatures. 

[jó. 6.rJ< O. Starting from the invariant point the curves (X+) 
go towards lower- and the CUl'\'es (X_) towards higher temperatnres. 

TABLE J. 

A R o T 

+ .... - .... + .... + .... - .... + .... - .... flV;O (a) 

+ .... - .... + .... , - .... + .... --. ... + .... Oi6~ (b) 

l:::.P - .... + .... - .... - .... + .... - " .. + .... I l:::.V>o (c) 

l:::.T + .... - .... + .... - .... + .... - . ... + .... 
I 
6~>O (d) 

6 P + .... -- .... + .... + .... - .... + .... - . ... ll.V<O (e) 

/::,T - .... + .... - 0.
0

' + .... - .... + .... - . ... t.r,<O (f) 
I 

I::::..P - "' ... + .... - .... - . ... + .... - . ... + .... 6V>O (g) 

ll.T - .... + .... - .... + .... - .t_ . + .... - . ... 1::::..1,<0 (h) 
, 

l:::.P + .... -- .... + .... + .... - .... + .... - .... 6V<O (i) 

I::::..T + .... - .... + .... - .... + .... - . ... + .... l'lr,<0 (k) 

, 
dP 
dT 

) ( (l) 

J 
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Now we apply the rules Ia' and [b to the series of signs (19) 
and the rules lIa and 11 b to the series of signs (20); viz. (1~) j's 
the series of signs of the isentropical-, (20) that of the isovolume
tdcal reaction. In the foregoing table the resuIts are summarised. 

In table I !ine (l represents the series of signs of the isentl'opical 
l'eaction and !ine b that of the isovolumetrical reactlOn. In order to 
indwate that a curve goes, starting from the invariant point, towards 
higher or lower pressures, we write at the beginning of a rule I::.P 
and fm·ther under each group a positive or nega~ive sign; a positive 
sign indicates t,hat I::.P is positive, or in othel' wörds that the curves 
go towal'ds higher pressures; a negative sign indicates that I::.P is 
negative, therefore, that the curves go towards lower pressures. 

The lines, heginning with I::. T, indicate whether a cun egoes, 
stal'ting from the invariant point, towards higher or lower tempe
ratures. A positive sign indicates that I::. T is positive, therefore) that 
the CUl'ves go towards higher temperatures; a negative sign indicates 
that I::.T is negative, therefore, that the curves go towards lower 
temperatul'es. 

When we take I::. V> 0 [rules c and gJ then, in accordance with 
Ia the curves of the gwgps A, Ila, Bb and C go towards lowel' 
pressures, those of the groups R, S and T towards higher pressures. 
This is expressed bJ the signs in series c and g. 

For I::. V < 0 [rule e and iJ we find with the aid of 1 b the series 
of signs e and i. 

It is evident th at in the rules c and g [viz. I::. V> OJ all signs 
are 'the opposite and in the series e and i [viz. I::. V < OJ all signs 
are the same as in the series of áigns a. 

With the aid of IJ a and lIb we find from series b the series 
d, j, h.. and k. The series d and k [viz. 1::.11> OJ have the same 
signs, the series j and h [viz. 1::.11 < OJ have the opposite signs as 
the series of signs b. 

As it follows from (17), the arrOWS in the lower line of the table 
. . dP 

indicate the direction m whlCh the absolute value of - increases 
dl' 

for the different curves. Consequently it incl'eases from curve (Al) 

to the last cnrve of group Ba; it decl'eases from the first curve of 
gl'OUp Bb to the last curve of group T. 

'l'able I l'epresents tbe four possible cases, viz. I::. V> 0 and 
1::.11 > 0 in series c and d; I::. V < 0 and I::.'YJ < 0 in sel'Îes e andj; 
I::. V> 0 and I::.'JI < 0 in sel'Ïes g and 7t; I::. V < 0 and I::.'YJ > 0 in 
series i and k. The last l'ule l is true fOl' each of those four cases. 

:Now we can easily deducE' the P, T-diagram for each of those cases. 
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!::. V> 0 and !::.'YJ > 0 [series c and dj. It appears at once from 
series c and cl that the curves of group A go stal'ting fI'om the 
invariant point towards 10we1' pressures and higher temperatures. 
In the P, T-diagram [fig. 1] of this gl'OUp A the curves (Al)' (A 2 ) 

and (A 3 ) are dl'awJl. The position of those three Cllrves with respeçt 
to one another follows at once ti'om the dil'ection of the arl'OW in 

dP 
table I; hence it appears viz. th at the absolute value of - is for

dT 

(R) (R,~) 

(R,) 

(rJ 

(e) 

Fig. 1. 

Fig,2. 
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curve (Al) smaller than for (A2)~ for (A 2 ) smaller again rh~n' for 
(As), etc. ) 

Further it appears from table 1 that the curves of R go toward,s 
higher pressUI'es and Jower temperatures; of this group the curve~ 
(RJ. (R,) anel (Rs) are drawn. 1t appears from the direction of the 

• dP arrow in tabJe 1 that the absolute value of - for the curves 
dT , 

A1A2As ... R1R2Rs increases from Jeft to right. The curves of group 
R are- situated, therefOl'e, witb respect to one another and to rhe 
curves of group A, as is drawn in fig. 1. 

Wh en we draw with the aid of the sel'ies c and d and the direc
tion of the al'rows, also the curves of the other gl'OUpS, then we 
find fig. 1. Herein is only one curve drawn of each of the groups 
Ba, Bb, S, G and T. 

Uonsequently we find a P, T-diagl'am with fi ve bundIes of curves j 

each of the groups of signs R, B = Ba + Bb, S and G of the series 
of signs a produces a bundIe of curves in the P,l'-dmgl'am, the 
groups of signs A and T produce togethel' one single bundIe only. 

h. V < 0 and h.'YJ < 0 [series e and'/J. We obtain the same P,T
dIagram as in fig. 1, with this great 'dIif~rence, however, that we 
have to change mutually the stabIe and metastable parts of the 
curves from fig. 1. Consequently we have to draw the doited lines 
in fig. 1 and to dot the dra wn lines. 

h. Tl > 0 and b.'YJ < 0 r series g anä ltJ. It follows at once from 
series g and II that the curves of group A go, starting from the 
invariant point, towards Jower presslues and temperatul'es, it is 
apparent from the dil'ection of the arrow in table I that those curves 
must be situated with respect to one another as the Cut'ves (Al)' 
(A,) and (A 3) in fig. 2. Further it appears from series ,q and h 
that the curves of group R go rowards higher pressures and tempe
ratures, it appears from the direction of the arrow in table I that 
those curves must be situated with respect to one another and to 
the curves of group A, as the curves (Rl)" (R,) and (Ra) in fig. 2. 

When we draw, bowever, in the P,T-diagram also the curves of 
the otbe1' groups, then we find fig. 2. Herein. only one curve is 
drawn of each of the groups Ba, Bb, S, G and T. 

Now we find again a P.T-diagram with fi\'e' bundl/;'s of curves, 
each of the groups of signs R, B = Ba + Bb, S and G of series a 
produces ~again a bundIe of curves; the groups of signs A ana T 
produce again togetber one bundJe. 

108 
Proct:edings Royal Acad, Amsterdam, Vol. X' IU. 
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b. V < 0 and b. 1] > 0 l &erws i ànd kJ. We obtain the same P, T-
diagram as in fig. 2, again with this great difference ho wever, that 
we ha-ve to change mutnally the 'stabie and metastable parts of _ 
the curves in fig. 2. 

In the four P, T-diagrams which we have deduced now, all 
curves, which belong to a same group l viz. group A, R, Ba, Bb, 
S, C and TJ always go in the same direction of prt'~sure and 
temperature. The curves of group A go, viz. starting from the in-
variant point in fig. 1 all towal'ds lower Pand higher T, in fig. 2 
all towards lowel' Pand T, the curves of group R go 1Jl fig. 1 
viz. all towards higher Pand lower T, in figr'2 towards higher P 
an.d '1: etc. It appears from table 1 why this must be the case. 
, As the groups C, R, and S in each of the P, T-diagrams form 
each a bundIe of curves, the above mentioned is also true for those 
bun dies of curves. 

/ This is however no more tle case for the bundles of curves A + T 
and B = Ba + Bb; the l'HrVeS of bun dIe A + T all go in the same 
direction of temperature, bu t not in the same direct ion of pl'essure, the 
curves of bundle B = Ba + Bb all go in the same dil'ection of pressure, 
but not in the same direction of temperature. We caU sueh bundies 
"divergent"; bundle A + T~ is then divergent in direetion of pressure, 
bundIe Ba + Bb in directioll of temperature; in fig. 3 bundle A + T 
is divergent in both directions. We shall examine further under 
which conditions a similar divergency of a bundie may occur. 

Deducing series of signs (20) from ~19) we have assumed that in 
(14) fJl •.• (1p-l is positive and flp ••• fllZ+2 negative; in the two 
sedes the phases Ft'" Fp- 1 have, therefore, the same sign and 
the phases Fp • .• FIZ+2 therefore the opposite sign. Further we have 
assnmed that the phase Fp is situated in group B; for this we have 
divided th is group into the two groups Ba and BQ. 

lt may, ho wever, also be the case that the phase Fp is the 
th'st of a group in the series of signs (19), consequently also in 
series a of table 1. We shall assume that it is the first of group S. 
Then in table 1 we need no more divide grollp B into the sub
groups Ba and Bb, for the whole group B obtains then in all series 
ot table 1 the s~me sign as gl'OUp Ba. The two arrows in Hne 1 
of table 1 must then reach the vertieal line, whieh separates the 

. Band S from one another. 
Now we obtain again -four P,T-diagrams, which we may repl'esent 

\ by the figs. 1 and 2 and by two other tigures which we obtain when 
we mutually change rhe stabie and metastable parts of the curves in 

l \ 
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figs. 1 and 2. There is a great difference, howe\rer, in the position of 
the bundie of curves B. In the P, T-diagramEl bf'longing to table 1, the 
bundIe of cur\es B IS \ iz. divergent in direction of tempera.ture; this 
is no more the case in the four new diagt·ams. In each of the new 
diagrams viz. the whole bllndle B goes in the same direction as 
group Ba; m figs. 1 and 2 (and the two other P, T-diagrams) we 
have Jo turn the group Bb so far towards the group Ba until bundie B 
diverges no longer. ' . 
. Let us' now take the case that all values of EL are positive in 

(14); Uie set'ies of signs a and b in table 1 then become the same. 
Table 1 then passes into table 2, so that we obtain again four 
P, T-diagrams. Let us cOllsidel' only the case t::.. V < ° and D..1) > 0, 
consequently series i and Ic of table '2. Tt appears at once from 
those series that the curves of the gl'OUpS A, B, and C all go 
towards higher pressures and temperatures, startmg from the invariant 
point, and that those of the groups R, S, and T go towards lowel' 
pressures and temperatul'es. It appears fl'om the direction of the 

dP, 
arrow in table 2 that the absolute value of dT increases from the 

T ABLE ~: 

A R B s 

+ .... - .. , . + .... - •• z • + .... - . , .. AV,O a 

+ .... - ... . + .... --.. .. + .... - .. , . 0, A., b 

AP 
, - + .... I - + .... - + .... AV>O c .... o ••• o' o' 

A1 
1 -

1 

+ .... + .... A'1>O d T"" ... . .. - .... 

AP + .... - . . . . + .... - ... . I + .... - .... AV<O e 
I 

Al' - ., ... + .... - .. . , + .... 
I 
- '" . + .... A.,<O f 

( 

\ 

/lP 
, +. - + .... - + .... AV>O q . , .. .. ... . . ... 

AT - .... + .... - ... .. + .... - ., .. + .... Ar,<O h 

AP + .... - , ... I + .... - .... + .... - .... AV<O i 

AT + .... - . ... I + .... - .. + ... - . ... A.,>O k 

, j 

dP , 
dT ~ 

0 
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6r8t curve of group A to the last curve of group T. This direction 
of the art'ow is in accordance with (16). 

The cOl'l'esponding P, T-diagl'am is easily found now; it is drawn 
in fig. '3; three curves are drawn of gróup A, of each of the ot hel' 
groups on1y one curve is drawn. The P,T-dlagl'am shows this 
peculiarity that all curves are sitllated within two of the four 
quadrants ; it follows from table 2 that thi8 is the case fol' each of 
the foUt' P, T-diagrams. The bun dIe A + T shows here the peculiarity 

'(T) 
li'ig. 3. 

. . 
that it is divel'gent, as well in the dil'ertion of pressure as of tem-
perature, and that it contams two succeedmg curves, which make 
with one anoiher an angle which is larger' than 90°. 

In all our c'onsiderations we have supposed up to now that the 
last group of the series of signs (19) is negative; it may of course 
aIso be positive. In order to consider this~ case we omit' the gl'OUp 
T from (19) and therefore also from (20) so that it disappears also 
from the tables .. 1 and 2. Now it is evident th~t again we obtain 
the same P, T-diagrams which we haye above, but that in those 
the curves of group . T are, missing. Oonsequently: in the figs. 1 
and 2 there is no more a bllndle which is divergent in dil'ection of 
presRure, and in" fig .. 3 no bundIe which' is divergent as weil in 
direction of pressure as of temperature. 

.... ... \ J .... I 

We represent the isentropical -reaction, which may occur between 
the phases of an invariant point, by: 

a1F1 + a 2F 2 + ... + apFp + ... + tln+2FII+2 = 0 AV ; 0.' (21) 
and the isovoJumetrical reaction by: 
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fLlalFl + fL2 a2 F 2 1- ... + {J}JaI'F'p + '" + {Jn+2an+2F,+2 = 0 0 : 1::..'Yj (22) 

'Ve take at and {Jtal positive and we assume that the order of 
succession of the phases is chosen in sueb a way that tbe condition 

{Jl > {J2 > ... > {Jp-l > {J" > .' > (1n+2 " (23) 

is satisfied. 
Now it appears from om' preVIOllS considel'ations that we know, 

the P,T-diagram completely, VIZ. tbe directions of the CUl'ves in the 
invariant point, etc., when we know, besides the reactions (21) and 
(22) also the changes of volume and entropy I::.. V and 1::..110ccurring 
with those r'eactions. 

I The isentropical reaction (21) alone is not suffieient to find the 
P,T-diagram, it is indeed sufficient, however, for defimng the P,T. 
diagramtype ; th is follows VIZ. at once fl'Om the series of signs of 
this reaetion. ft is apparent from our pre\'Ïous eonslderations, thai, 
when tbe last group of th is 5eries of signs is negati ve, we have 
to eonsldel" it as fOl'ming with the fit'st a sin~le group only. In 
the series of signs (19) the phases of A and T fOI'm, therefore, one 
single group only, which consists of the sub-groups A and T. 

It is' apparent from tbe following that tbe series of signs of the 
isentropical reaction, deRnes tbe P, T-diagmmtype. Above we have 
fOlln9 viz. that the number of blwdles of curves is equal to tbe 
number of groups of signs and {hat each bundIe eontains as many 
curves as the group of signs eontains phases. FUt,ther it was apparent 
that the bundies in the P,T-diagram lmd the grollps in the sedes 
of signs have the same ol'der of succeSSIOn, If only we take in the 
series of signs, going from left to right, first the positlve -. and 
afterwards the negative gt'OUp'3. [In the' sedes of signs (19) this 
order of succession is, therefore A + T B, G, Rand S, whieh js 
in aecordance with the figs. 1, 2 aud 3J. 

The series, which indicates the signs of !:::. P has always either 
the same or the opposite signs of the series of signs of the isen, 
tt'opical reaction. Hence it follows that all curves, that Have the 
same signs in the isentl'opical series of signs, also go in the same 
direclion of pressure. In Reries o~ slgns (19) the phases of groups 
B, C and the SUb-gl'OUp .4 have aH tbe same sign; the corresponding 
curves must go, therefore,' all in the same direction of pressul'e, 
stal,ting from the invariant point; in figs. 1 and 2 they go towards 
10wel' pl'essures, in fig. 3 towards higher pressures. The same \ is 
true fOl' the CUl'\'es of grOllps R, S and' the sub-group T. It is 
apparent ft'om al{! this thai- the 5el'ies of signs of the isentl'Opical 
l'eaction (21)' dt:fines still eomewhat more than onIy the 'type; of 

------~ ~,..:.-_------~ 
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,the P, T-diagram; it defines viz. al~o which curves go in the same 
direction of pressure, starting from the ~nvariant point. 

When in (23) all values of (1 are positive, then all phases jn 
(21) and (22) have the same sign; when (.Ll ••• (1p-l are positive 
and (.Lp ••• (.L1l+2 ~egati"t', then in (22) FI ... Fp have the same sign, 
but Fp ••• Fn+2 the opposite &ign as ,in (21). ; ~ 

. Now we shall' examine which changes OCCUl' iJli a P, T-èl i dg ram, 
accordmg to the position of Fp in the series of signs. Jn both 
reaction-equations (21) and (22) going from left to right, F'p may 
be the second or tbe third or tbe fourth phase, etc._ and at last the 
(n + 2th ) phase, consequently the last. When in (23) all values 
of tt are pösitive, then this phase Fp is missing. 

Let us assume, fol' dixing the ideas, that the series of signs of 
réaction (21) is- l'epresented by series a of table 1 or 2. Then the 
P, T-diagram consists of the bundIes of CUl'YeS A + T, R, B, S and 
C. rConfet' eg. figs 1, 2 and 3J. · 

When in (23) all values of (.L are positive, so that the phase Fp 
is mIssing, thelt series b in table 2 l'epresent& the series of sign& ot' 
the isovolumetrical reaction. When Fp is the' (n + 2)th' ph ase, there
fOl'e the Jast phase of the subgroup 1: then in series b of table 2 
the last phase obtains the opposite sign; when F;, is Jhe ((n +' 1 )th 

pbase, then in series b of table 2 tbe two last phases obtam the 
opposite sign, etc. 

When Ep is e.g. the fil'st phase of group S, then in series b of 
table 1 all phases of groups S, C, and T get tbf> opposite sign. When 
Fp is situated within the group' B so that this group is divided into 
two sub-groups ~ Ba and Bb, then the series of signs is represented 
by series b of table \ 1. When-:Fp is the phase A~, then In serIes b 
of table 2, all phases, flxcept the first one," get the opposite sign. 

It is evident that th is change of signs in series b has no influence 
on the series, which indicate the signs of b,P; tbe series which 
de fine the signs of b, T undergo howe\'er similar challges. 

Let us I10W take fol' the isentl'Opical l'eaction b. V < 0 and for 
the isov~lumetrical reaction b.'YJ > O. When the phase 1!~1 is missing, 
then we find, as we have seen abo\'e, for the signs of b,P anä b. T 

I 

the series i and k of table 2 and 101' the P, T-diagram fig. 3. 
We divide this diagram into four quadl'ants by two lines which 

p;o through the invariant point. We imagine the one-line parallel to 
the P-axis, the other' parallel to the l'-axis. Those four quadrants 
are indicated in tig. 3 by the enrircleä figures 1, 2, 3, and 4. Con
sequently in fig. 3 all curves are situated withill the quadrants 1 and 3. 

I 

) 
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: When 1{~) is the last phase of group T, then the last sign of 
series lc (tabIe 2) changes. Tbe last cur'>e of group T no more 
goes then towards 10we1', but towa1'ds higher temperatures, it does go 
howeve1' still towards Jowel' pl'essures. Tbe cOJTesponding curve of 
t11e snb-group T, consequently the curve, which is situated the closest 
to (Al)' turns therefore, in fig. 3 within the second quadrant. The more 
the phase Pp goes towards the left, the more curves of the sub-gronp T 
turn within the second quad~ant, when Pp coineides with the first 
phase of group T, the,n in fig. 3 this whole sub-group T takes its 
place within the serond quadrant. 

As soon as the phase Pp comes within ,the group C, a part of 
bundIe C turns within tbe fourth quadrant, when Pp coinc'ides with 
the fh'st phase of group C, then the whole bundIe C is situated 
within Jhe fonrth quadrant. , 

At furthel' }Dovement of the phase Pp first some and at }ast all 
curves of bundIe S come within the second quadrant, afterwards 
some and at last: all ('urves of bundie B 'Yithin )the fourth quadrapt; 
afte I'ward s some and at, last all curves of R within the second . . 
quadrant. When FI' coincldes with As, thell curve (As) goes towards 
the fourth qnadl'ant, and when Fp eoincides at last with A~, then 
also ,curve (AO!) goes within ,this ql1ad'rant, I 

The displacement of Pp from right to 1eft involves, therefore, that 
the P,T-diagram changes; the curves tUI'Jl viz. from the third qua
drant towards the seeond and from the first quadrant towards the 
fom'th quadrant. Only the curve (Al) remains in the liret quadrant. 
In' ~ll there al'ise, tbm'efol'e, 1~ + 2 different P, T-diagrams, w hich 
belong all, however, to the same type. 

Consequently it is apparent from the pl'evious eonsiderations. the 
serjes of signs of reaction (21) defines the P, T-diagramtype; viz. 
the number of bun dIes of curves and thE'~r order of succession ; the 
number of rur,ves and theÏl' order of surce6sion in each bnnàle. It 
de~nes ~16q whieh c~rves go in the same dirE'ction of p~'essur~ shtrting 
from the invariant point. This series ofsigns does not define, however" 
tbe, pal'tition of the bundIes over the different quadrants and thel'efore 
also not which of the n + 2 -aiiferent P,T-diagrams, beloJlging to 
the type, wiII oceUI'. In order to define th is, we have to know 
also tbe. series of sJgns of reaction (2'2). I I • 

I I \ . 
In our prevlOus considflrations we migbt have taken instead ot 

the' series of signs of the isentropical reaction' a1so that 'of the iso
volumetrica.] l'eaction. Tbis is as we have shown in communication 
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VI for an arbitrary pair of reaction-equations, however 'the same as 
that of the isentropical reaction. lt causes, tberefore, which stands 
to reason, tbe same P,T-diagramtype. 
, The only difference is, that tbe isentropical reartion still defines 
at tbe same time which curves go in the same direction of pressure, 
and the isoyolumetrical reaction defines wbich curves go in the same 
direction of temper'ature, 

1 J, Another deduction of the P, T-diagramtypes, 
In previous communications we have ah'eady deduced in different 

ways the P,T-diagramtypes. A new deduction follows from the 
previous cOllsiderations in chapter (13), 

U sing the proper'ties 1 and 2 we fouud: 
the series of signs of the isentl'opical rearlion defines the P, T

diagl'amtype and 'besides which curves go in the same direction of 
pressure ; 

the series of signs of the isovolumetl'ieal reaetion detines the P, T
diagram type and besides whieh curves go in the same direction of 
temperature, 

Rence we ,may deduce now, that the series of sIgns of each other 
reaction, whieh oecurs between the phases of the ill\'al'Îant point, 
deftnes also the P, T-diagramtype. 

In order to show this we take the arbit1'ary reactions: 

, (24) 

?nIFI + m2F 2 + ... + mn+2Fn+2 = 0 . (25) 

Herein ti and mi are positive, both a1'e wl'itten in sueh order of 
suceession, that we have: 

.i >~ >, "> lll+2 
mi m 2 mn+2 

In each of those reactions a detinite change in volume and entt·op,V 
occurs; we may, therefol'e, deduce from them the isentropical and 
isovolumetrical reaction, as is shown in the previous chapter, We 
write them: 

aJI\ + a2F 2 +, " + a'+2Fn+2 = 0 b. V ; 0, (26) , , 
"laIF\ +- t-t~a~F2 +. . + l'n+2all+2FII+2 = 0 0; b.'Yj (21) 

In communication VI we ha\'e seen that all pairs of ['eaction
equations, which we 'ean deduce from a glven pair, have the same 
series of' signs; (24) has, theref'ore, the s,ame series of' signs as (26). 
As tbe P, T-diagramtype is defined by tbe sel'Îes of signs of (26), 
it is, therefore, also defined by tbe series of signs of, (24), 
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Consequentl)' -we find, in aêé;;;dance with our deductions in the 

Pl'evious communications: 
• l 

tbe series of signs of each reaction bet ween the phases of the 
mvariant point defines the P,T-diagramtype, viz. the number of 
b~ndJes of curves and theil' order of snccession, the mimbel' of 
curves and th81r order of succession in every bundIe. 

This series of signs does not define, however, whlch curves go in 
the same direction of pressure (temperature); this is ouIy the case 
with the series of signs of the isentl'ppical (isovolumetrical) reaction. 

Leiden, Inorg. -Cltem. Lab. (To be continueel). 

Physics. - "A Test of tlte Dispersion Tlteol'Y of Solw' Plwnomena, 

derived from, 1l1easurernents by Adarns and St. JoAn on the 

Displacements of Fraunlwfe1' Lines in the Spectra of tlte 

Sun' s Limb and of Sun-spots". By Prof. W. H. JULIUS. 

(Communicated in the meeting of February 28, 1914, and published 

in: Vers!. Afd. Natuurk. XXII, p. 1243-1265). 
~ t { 't"1 

This paper was not inserted in"'-.:mese Pl'oceedings, because its 
principal contents had already been cornmunicated by the writer in 
the following English publications: "Note on \ the General Shift of 
the FRAGNHOFER Lines towal'ds the Red, and on the Distortion of 
the Lines in the Spectrum of Eccentrically Located Sun-spots", The 
Observatory, Vol. 37, p. 252, 1914, and: "Radial Motion III Sun
spots?", The Astrophysical Journal, Vol. 40, p. 1,1914. - A French 
translation of the whole paper will appeal' in the Archives néerlan
daises, 1916. 

Physics. - "Anomalous DislJersion and Fraunlwfe1' Lines. Reply 

to Objections". By Prof. W. H. JULIUS. 

(Communicated in the meetings of October 30 and November 2'i, 1915 

cr.: Vel'sl. Afd. Natuurk. XXIV, p. 678 and 865). 

This paper has also been published in extenso in the Astl'ophysical 
JOUl'nal, Vol. 43, p. 43, 1916,' and will therefore not appeal' in 
these Pl'oceedings. 
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